


On the south coast of Bali, rolling waves break in alluring curls. This is where 
you will find COMO Uma Canggu, our newly opened resort, which matches in 
ocean views what COMO’s two inland resorts promise of the island’s jade-green 
hills. True to our approach towards design, there is nothing demonstrative about  
the modern Asian architecture, which is low-lying, sleek and contemporary.

There are rippable peaks right outside the door. Experienced riders can take on 
one of the best tubes on Bali’s west coast – a lefthander at high tide, swelling to 
five feet and above – while longboarders will love Old Man’s, with its 10ft swell and 
big open face. Beginners can mix up surf tuition, yoga and wellness with hours in 
a sunlounger at the new COMO Beach Club that forms the hub of the resort. More 
adventurous surfers can spend the whole day on empty breaks reachable only by boat.



COMO Uma Canggu offers 52 rooms and suites, and 67 one-, two-, and three-bedroom 
private residences. These include 12 three-bedroom duplex COMO Penthouses, each 
with a sundeck, private pool, and an arched opening placing the horizon centre stage. 

There are rooms and suites that have courtyards with outdoor showers. Some residences open 
up to the 115m-long lagoon pool, the scalloped edges echoing the waves on the sand. COMO 
Penthouses also have floor-to-ceiling windows that reveal dramatic views of the ocean. 



Our newest COMO Beach Club captures the spirit of all that defines the art 
of living well. We serve healthful juices and our renowned COMO Shambhala 
Cuisine – nutritious, delicious dishes relying on locally-sourced ingredients. We 
also have a constantly evolving global menu, which guests can enjoy to the 
sounds of visiting DJs and acoustic musicians. There is also has a charcoal grill 
for freshly-caught seafood. COMO Beach Club is always buzzing – a place to 
gather with family and friends, from breakfast to weekend brunch to a night of 
dancing under the stars. 

COMO Uma Canggu is the place to try surfing. We have embraced a unique 
partnership with Tropicsurf following the success of our first luxury surfing 
venture, at COMO Maalifushi in the Maldives. Hour-long or week-long courses 
are available, for children, families and the experienced. For those who prefer 
land to sea, there are walking routes through the rice fields in Ubud, as well as 
excursions to Hindu temples, such as Tanah Lot at sunset.
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COMO UMA CANGGU:  
A PLACE TO GATHER WITH FAMILY  

AND FRIENDS – AT ANY TIME  
OF DAY, ENJOYING THE EASY-COME,

EASY-GO ACCESS TO  
THE POOL, SURF AND SAND.

At COMO Uma Canggu, the ocean breeze makes you feel alive. Combine this pleasure with 
treatments at COMO Shambhala Retreat, where bodies tired from surfing can sink into a massage 
bed. You will have a choice of treatments in eight different therapy rooms, as well as access to two 
yoga and two Pilates studios, with daily classes available. There is also a 250sq m light-drenched 
gym with state-of-the-art equipment. After time at COMO Shambhala Retreat, guests can head 
to glow – our healthy ‘grab and go’ bar – for a fresh, pressed juice or a tasty, nutritious salad.


